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behind them. Higher dunes lay far out to the north-east in
a patch called 'Atshan, while another group south of it was
Hidab with the wells of Bahath a mile or more eastward of it
in a broad patch of gravel, which was shortly to traverse our
path, forming a break in the continuity of the Jafura sands.
The gravel tract is known as Al Ghafa and extends southward
to a line of sand-ridges, in which at some distance we saw a
party of graziers with their camels. Suddenly the cry went
up : Look, plenty of fuel, bushes everywhere and pasture !
That was the signal to halt, dismount and camp for the night
not far from a large and prominent barrow of sand known as
Zubara Mahmid, the sand-ridges in our neighbourhood mark-
ing the resumption of Jafura after the gravel strip. The
country seemed to be better favoured in the matter of
vegetation than anything we had already seen, but our luck
was out so far as meat was concerned. The Buhaih herds-
men we had observed came over to our camp with a brace
of very thin sheep for which they demanded ten dollars. To
my surprise Zayid, who thought they were worth no more
than five, stood out resolutely against more than seven dollars
being offered and the bargain fell through. Meanwhile the
young crescent of the new moon was spotted high up in the
sky—obviously a second-night moon—and we hailed the
advent ofBamdJian. The fast is, of course, not an obligation
of the traveller, but we had all agreed to keep it during our
journey, as do the Badawin in their normal wanderings.
Our kitchen, after we had disposed of the usual rice dinner in
company with our visitors, was therefore in a bustle all night
adjusting itself to the new situation, which postulated a sub-
stantial meal—a sort of morning supper—between 4 and 5
a.m. before the dawn call to prayer, after which there might
be neither eating nor drinking until the usual breakfast at
sunset. Smoking and sexual intercourse are similarly pro-
hibited during the daylight hours, but these particular hard-
ships were in our circumstances little more than formalities—
our party including at the moment only one smoker, Farraj
the 'Arqani, as I had forsworn tobacco temporarily since
leaving my home at Mecca nearly two months before and
maintained the taboo till my return thither in April. Sa'dan

